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                   San Diego Region    

 

                                             President’s Message   
     Steve Ross 

     

        

 
  
 

Summer is in full swing now as is the Packard Club. I missed the Camp  
Pendleton tour but from what I hear it was a very interesting.   
Thus far this year we have had a lot of publicity gained from the  
events we have participated in. The Pauma Valley Airport,  
Poway Community Medical Clinic, Coronado Cars on Main Street 
and Mini Crusin Grand has generated requests for us to bring the  
Packards to other fund raising events and shows. I expect we will be  
getting more of these requests in the future. We have also had an  
increase in membership over the past few months. Getting the  
public’s interest has many benefits, gaining new members is the most 
obvious benefit but there are others. A few states including California 
have talked of legislation that would put all the older cars and the  
classics off the road. The more support we have from the public 
may help prevent this from happening. Many people view these old 
cars as works of art; at least Ralph Lauran thinks so. His collection has 
been displayed at the Louvre in Paris as well as the art museum in  
New York City to name a few. Removing these vintage automobiles is 
akin to banning other art. Of course this is my opinion.Our premiere  
event of the year is this month. I am certain that everyone knows I am speaking of Crusin Grand.  I am 
departing on 6 June, 2012 to attend a family reunion in Missouri but, I am cutting the trip short to be 
here for Crusin Grand.  
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       The Packard displayed here is the famous Packard Panther Daytona. There may be a story 
behind this automobile in future Predictors. The history of its name is interesting, was it a Panther, 
Panther Daytona, Grey Wolf or none of these?  
 

 
  

Ask the women who owns one! 
          The lady says drive your Packard and if you ain’t havin fun you ain’t doin it right 
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             For P.I. – San Diego Members: 
 

Do you have a collector car or parts for sale? To 

place an ad in our newsletter, send an e-mail to 

Kira Campana at kcampana9192@gmail.com 
 

If you have an e-mail address at home or work, 

but get your newsletter by regular mail, e-mail 

Kira Campana to be placed on our email list. 

Members: Your Board needs your Recommended 

Services/Parts persons or firms that you have had fa-

vorable dealings with during restoration and preserva-

tion of your Packards.  Please send person/firm 

(name/address/phone number) to Mark Burnside at 

markburnside@cox.net where he will post this on 

our updated website.  We are also accumulating a list 

to publish for your use – Karl Ramsing 

’41 Packard Rollson 180 All Weather Cabriolet, CCCA National Winner, 

Frank Childs at 561-578-0319; P.I. Website 3/11 

’55-’56 Packard parts for sale:  parting out a ’56 Patrician, including rebuilt 

engine, overdrive transmission, etc.  Also parts from ’55 Patrician, ’56 Execu-

tive, and ’56 Clipper; trunk lock assembly, two 352 c.i. engines, one 374 c.i. 

engine, rebuilt Chrysler 727 transmission-fits Ultra-torque for V-8’s, V-8 sen-

ior tail lights, load leveling motors, 4-barrel carb, instrument panel with gaug-

es-probably from Executive, third member for ’55 Patrician-missing left axle, 

plus other misc. parts.  Robert Dougherty, 858-748-2228, P.O. Box 337, 

Poway, CA  92074 

           Check these two websites for Packard Information: 

Packardinfo.com      yesterdays-cars.com/Packard_clubs.htm 

’20 Packard Touring, great running and driving with no rust! 

With a 3 speed transmission                $34,950 

Beverly Hills Motor Cars       619-232-6864                           9/11 

 

’38 Packard 6 Cyl block 

FIRST TAKER-FREE! 

Tony Paradowski  

619-267-4096                2/12

     

1940 Packard 120,  radio.  

Strong engine, Runs well, good paint, 
white walls A nice touring Packard. Ask-
ing $20,000   

Contact Mark Miller 858-483-3294 
    

Losing garage space, must sell: 

’55 Super Clipper Constellation 

’55 Super Clipper Constellation 

’56 Clipper Deluxe (not complete) 

’57 “57L-P8 Clipper 

 

Donald Smith, 619-281-4733 

3510 33
rd

 St., San Diego, CA 92104 

 

’49 Packard Custom 8, Sednet. repainted 
Packard Blue, 3 speed with Overdrive, 

renewed gas tank, new battery. Original 

interior $20,500 Irvine, California, 

Tel: (949) 246-1413,         7/11 

 

  

See McLellan’s Automotive History for Packard 

Sales Literature, Dealer Literature, Magazines, 

Out-of-Print Books, Manuals & Memorabilia. 

713-772-3285 or mclellansautomotive.com 

 

’55 Packard 400 Hardtop, engine runs, excellent 

sheet metal, torsion suspension works, located in 

SoCal; Gil at 951-272-3351                        5/11 ’53 Packard 300 Cavalier. $2500 Call Devon 760-622-

1040      10/11 

’49 Packard Super Eight, 23
rd

 Series, blue, engine 

runs, excellent sheet metal, will not part out, make 

offer, 951-272-3351, ask for Gil                      5/11 

, 

’56 Packard Patrician sedan, ext. blue, 

int. blue, good condition, $8,500;  

217-443-0014,                                  4/11                 

michael.dogpack.dubois@gmail.com                        

’37 Packard 120 Convertible Coupe, trunk rack, fender 

skirts, recent tune-up, service and drive-line, $73,500 

Tom at 253-941-3454                                                   6/11 

 

 ’51 Packard Patrician 400, black, 

rust free, good chrome, original 

headliner & upholstery, recent me-

chanical repairs, $17,000; 925-743-

9897, rjmatthews@comcast.net                                                                  

                                                 5/11 

 

’53 Packard Convertible, black ext., white top, 

black/red int., chrome wires, restored southwest car, 

new hydraulics, top, drive-line, asking $38,500                                         

Tom at 253-941-3454                                         6/11 

 

 

’22 Packard Touring, ext. deep royal blue, int. 

black, straight six, easily started, #30396, 

$45,990; 800-600-2262, specialtysales.com  4/11 

 ’48 Packard Patrician . Interior has been re-done  

                             619-546-4778                                       7/11 

Buy Packard parts at the packardsandiego.org website 

’39 Packard 110 Touring Sedan, side mounts, fender 

skirts, visor, garaged since ’85, contact: 

msgs967@live.com                                       3/11 

 

’38 Packard “six” 4 dr not running, com-

plete, not bad, engine cranks on starter-good 

oil pres. No compression. Includes extra 

parts. #3500 or offer. C D Finney 858-755-

7206                  10/11 

mailto:kcampana9192@gmail.com
mailto:markburnside@cox.net
mailto:msgs967@live.com
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Join the Parade of Packards on Grand Avenue 
Packard Night @ Escondido's Cruisin' Grand June 22, 2012 

 
It‟s almost here, folks. The event that we wait all year for. The San Diego Region of Packards International 

Motor Car Club will stage its 9th Annual Packard Night @ Cruisin' Grand on Friday June 22, 2012 from 5:00 

pm to 9:00 pm. This is our annual flagship event that we've done every year since 2004. It‟s our chance to 

display our beautiful motorcars to the admiring public. Once again, we plan to pull out all the stops: 

 
● Parade of Packards & Pierce-Arrows down Grand Avenue at 5:00 sharp 

- Escorted by restored classic San Diego Police Cars leading the way (including a 1928 
paddy wagon) 

- Red lights on & sirens all the way 
● Windshield placards for all Packard and Pierce-Arrows 

● Voting by the public for Peoples‟ Choice Award 
● Information kiosk to answer questions (and recruit new members) 

● Promotion of Packard/Pierce Arrow Night via local television and newspaper media 
 
Packards and Pierce Arrows are the featured marque on Broadway - closed off for the display of our cars to 

the public. While the event is sponsored by the San Diego Region of Packards International, it is open to 

any automobile displaying the Packard or Pierce Arrow nameplate.  Interest from the public is very high 

and attendance typically exceeds 5,000, providing a great opportunity to present your fine motorcar to the 

attendees – many of whom have never seen or heard of Packard or Pierce Arrow.  Over the years that we 

have been doing Packard Night, the event has steadily climbed in popularity to the point that we are now 

consistently the third most popular night during the 26 weeks that Cruisin' Grand is held. Only Fire Truck 

Night and Nitro Night outdraw Packard Night. 

 

Once again, we are extending an enthusiastic invitation to our PI Neighbors to the North, the SoCal Re-

gion, and to the SoCal Region of the Pierce Arrow Society to join us in our annual premiere event. 

 
Also, we'd be delighted to see our newer members (along with those that don't make it to a lot of our 

events) to consider joining us at Packard Night 2012 - even if this is the only event you can make all year 

long. Pease consider joining us on June 22nd. 

 

This year, the Board has decided that the club treasury will pick up all costs associated with Packard Night 

@ Cruisin' Grand. That means the event is free to anyone who shows up with a Packard or Pierce Arrow. 

All you have to do is to fill out and return the enclosed registration form below.  Questions: Call Mark 

Burnside at 619-322-9340. 

 
Information regarding the meeting time and place for the parade will be emailed to you by June 18. 

 

Looking forward to seeing you at Packard/Pierce Arrow Night on June 22! 

(Print this page. Then cut along dotted line and mail portion below by 18-June to: Mark 
Burnside, 2379 Royal Oak Drive, Escondido, CA  92027-4942) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------- 

PACKARD NIGHT @ CRUISIN‟ GRAND REGISTRATION FORM 
Friday Night 5:00-9:00 pm ● June 22, 2012 ● Corner of Broadway & Grand Avenue ● Es-

condido, CA 
 

Name__________________________________   Telephone: (____)_______-______ 
Email address:_________________________________@_________________ 

Vehicle Info:   First Car     Second Car 
Year and Make:              

Body Style:               
Model:               
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LATE BREAKING NEWS 
Steve Ross 

 
(Dateline May 23, 2012 Escondido Ca). It has been confirmed that “Shyster Schauer‟s” 

„34 Packard strikes again by winning Best in Show at the weekly Friday night Crusin 
Grand in Escondido Ca. It is rumored that threats and skullduggery were involved. It is 

true that “Shyster” and his gang of four were there (by his own admission as related in 
this Predictor) but the other scurrilous stories are completely unfounded. The fact that he 

and his associates arrived on the cool misty Friday evening and were parked in the prime 
spot on Grand Avenue is true but unfounded stories that he had an influence on attend-

ance is completely false. Mr. Schauer and his “Supper Club” associates were at the Grand 
Café for dinner and a quiet sociable evening. Unnamed sources stated that upcoming 

Mayoral races were discussed however; it was not a business meeting as their ladies ac-
companied them. One of Mr. Schauer‟s Sicilian associates “Ponzi” Pizzuto (pictured here) 

was not seen.  Mr. Pizzuto may have been in Washington testifying on the latest invest-
ment scandals.  

 
  

     
File footage of “Ponzi” Pizzuto 

No one can confirm if “Muggsie” Burnside and his mouth piece “Syd” Kirkland joined the 
party.   They are close associates of the Schauer group and may have been in the back 

room in a private meeting or working on the crowd in Mr. Schauer behalf.  Estimates are 

that “Shyster‟s” organization may be in excess of 85 members.  
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File footage of “Syd” with “the Limo”        File photo of Shyster and Muggsie  

in Muggsie‟s winter home                        at recent business meeting 
 

The Editor and Publisher of the Predictor (of which Mr. Schauer is a major holder) and all 
members of the Packard Club congratulate Richard and his 34 Packard for their most re-

cent win. One must assume that his trophy room is becoming a bit full.  
 

The Packard group is being featured at Crusin Grand on June 23, 2012 and you are 
strongly advised to be there.  You may have the privilege of meeting Shyster, Muggise, 

Syd, Ponzi, Boss Ross, Rampage Ramsing and Wild Woolsey to name a few, as well as 
their lovely ladies.  You are encouraged to buy these distinguished gentleman beverages 

and as is the custom “vote once and vote often” for their favorite cause.    
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Mechanized Museum Tour 

Camp Pendleton, May 5, 2012, Karl Ramsing Tour Director 
By Richard Schauer 

 

 

 
Karl Ramsing’s 29 roadster and  29 and Phil Pizzuto’s 39 touring Sedan.  Phil is pointing the 

way for Suzanne Fort   

 
 Many of us have gotten the email with humorous anecdotes, followed by the catch 

phrase “…and that‟s how the fight started.  Look for this a little later on in the story. 

 
 As Mr. Ross has pointed out, the last 6 weeks has been a busy one for the Packard 

Club.  The May 5 Pendleton tour was the capper to a very busy March and April.  Our 
thanks go to Karl for working so hard to arrange the tour and tend to every detail, for 

the comfort of all participants.  Colin Fort also deserves the nod for circulating word of 
the tour through the AACA.  Combined attendance was 23 people, including Paul Santy, 

Mark Burnside brought Miss Daisy, Phil Pizzuto with the Blue Bomb, Karl with his beauti-
ful ‟29 roadster, Colin and Shirley Fort with their ‟59 Station Wagon, and Paul Santy, 

Charles Finney, Robert Huntoon, a very busy man who is trying hard to include more 
Packard club events in his life (and we are glad to see him), and Jack and Lynn Heacock.  

Jack brought his very nearly perfect original condition ‟87 Mercedes SL. 
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Mark Burnside, Colin Fort and Charles Finney share the spotlight with Colin’s 1958 “58-P8 

Packard Station Wagon  

  

The Mechanized Museum is closed on weekends normally. Karl arranged the tour by call-
ing and applying a generous measure of convincing sweet talk.  Operated entirely by 

volunteers, they agreed to open the museum for our clubs.  Amusingly, the staff inquired 
if Karl had been a service member and, if so, which service and his rank, to which Karl 

replied yes, Navy, and Captain.  Well, apparently that opened doors for us.  Karl, of 
course, down played his former rank telling them he has been retired for years and that 

the rank was not important for our planned visit.  When we arrived the volunteers asked 
to meet Captain Ramsing.  This becomes important later on in the story. 

 
The rendezvous point was a small strip mall in Oceanside, where everyone met at 9:15.  

Karl led the way and a very nice line of impressive, collectible cars passed through the 
south gate and on through the Marine base.  Heads turn, people wave, horns are 

honked, and joy is spread wherever beautiful cars may tread.  The cruise through the 

base to the museum was great fun.    
   

                    
 Future Packard owner on a Marine Dozer          WWI Model T forerunner of the Jeep?  
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A part of the group.  Jack Heacock is not paying attention.  The director of the tour Karl 

Ramsing is in blue shirt wearing glasses on far right of photo  

 
Upon arriving we were escorted and briefed by Keith Decuir, who owns his own machine 

shop/fabrication shop, and retired Gunnery Sgt. King, who did most of the talking.  Sgt. 
King‟s knowledge was extensive and his enthusiasm showed brightly as he walked the 

group through the museum.  The building was donated for the purpose of establishing 
the museum, but no funds were made available…it all had to be done using volunteer 

help and donations.   Volunteers  cleared/prepared the interior and gave the exterior a 
complete make over.  An outlying building was also donated as a restoration shop for the 

antique trucks and equipment.  Time unfortunately ran out before we could walk back 
and see the restoration shop.  But the museum itself is full of history.  I will attempt to 

relate just some of the things we saw.  
 

       
Mark Burnside checks out an armored Humvee, while Colin Fort posedfwith a mechanized fuel 

truck  

 
 Starting with a WWI vintage Ford Model T pickup and ambulance.  All vehicles in 

the museum function normally, and each year they are all driven to the annual 
Oceanside 4th of July parade.  There was a troop carrier, one of 3 known such vehicles, 

resembling a tank with full tracks but with oversize balloon tires instead of the traditional 
armored tread.  It was developed for the Viet Nam war to transport troops over soft 
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ground, specifically rice paddies.  Sadly it was under-powered and tended to bog down; 

the project was abandoned.  But one of these odd critters is at the museum.  The muse-
um recently obtained a Duck, an amphibious truck with a propeller.  Park officials at Lake 

Hemet obtained it years ago for $10,000, and used it to take tourists around the lake.  
Environmental authorities shut the operation down and so they had to get rid of their be-

loved Duck. Along came the Marines to save the day, and the Duck was gifted to them.  
Two standard Jeeps were there, but also we saw two Mighty-mites, small jeep type vehi-

cles made mostly of aluminum and weighing 1,500 lbs, small and light enough to pull a 
small artillery piece aboard a helicopter….get there, get on/get off quickly.  The engine, 

made by AMC, is air cooled.  Three “generations” of Hummer vehicles were there, show-
ing the evolution of the vehicle through the recent wars in the Middle East.  Initially light 

and open, the final evolution is a totally enclosed vehicle with bullet proof glass and ar-
mor plating.  There was a half track with a rocket launcher in the back that came to 

them badly in need of repair.  The launcher was mostly gone.  Mr. Decuir rebuilt it from 
remnants and photographs.  The launcher is gravity fed, and propels 36 missiles in about 

2 minutes.  The Marine Corps would send 6 of these “trucks” to a launch point, let loose 

of their barrage of missiles, and then make a hasty exit before the enemy could draw a 
bead and retaliate.  Most of the large vehicles had turrets from which marines would fire 

50 caliber machine guns.  One vehicle had a “quad-50” set up robotically to be fired from 
the cockpit.  The museum also contains a 1943 fire truck in mint condition, cared for by 

the Pendleton Fire Department for decades, currently out of service while the differential 
is repaired.  It will make the 4th of July parades yet again.  Most of the vehicles either 

carried or hauled a variety of Howitzer cannons, many of which were also on display.  All 
tolled the museum contains the largest collection of Marine vehicles in the country.   

                           
WWI Model T Ambulance. Inspected by                            Tools of the trade 

                              Richard Schauer and Karl Ramsing 

  

And now the rest of the story.  At lunch Mark Burnside and I were teasing Karl gently 
about his rank in the Navy (and also as an airline pilot).  Lunch started being delivered 

and Karl remembered how as a young parent his sons would on occasion have some uni-
dentifiable food substance on their face during a meal.  Karl would lick his thumb, reach 

over, and wipe the morsel off their face, much to the chagrin of the boys.  They quickly 

learned to duck and bob so as not to suffer the “indignity” of dad cleaning their face.  
Funny story to be sure and one that most of us parents can identify with either on the 

giving or receiving end.  But God bless him Karl would rather Mark and I stopped with 
the Captain stuff.  Then lunch came.  Without hesitation Karl reached across the table 

and stuck his finger in Mark‟s sandwich…much to the surprise of Mark…and the rest of 
us.  Funny, I thought we‟d die laughing.  Maybe you had to be there to fully appreciate 

the moment, but it was priceless.  I quietly moved my plate away from Karl‟s reach… 
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CHOW TIME 

 
All in all it was a great day. 
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        AUTOMOBILE TRIVIA 

    The American Daimler Mercedes 
         Steve Ross 
 

What do Steinway Pianos, Daimler and Mercedes have in common?  One is inclined to 

say probably nothing but in fact they have a lot in common.  Heinrich Engelhard Stein-

weg was born in Germany in 1797.  Due to unrest in Europe during the Napoleonic wars 
he and one of his sons came to America in 1850.  After his arrival in America Heinrich 

changed the family name to Steinway.   Although not a musician he had a talent for 
making musical instruments.  After arriving in America he and his sons went to work for 

a piano company and in 1853 founded The Steinway and Sons Company.  So how did the 
Steinways and Gottlieb Daimler get involved with the automobile?  There are several 

versions of how they got together.  One story is that William Steinway and Gottlieb 
Daimler become acquainted through William Maybach who, during the World‟s Fair in 

Philadelphia, visited his brother an employee of Steinway.   William Maybach was the 
Chief engineer for Daimler Motors at that time and he went on to start his own company 

building very high end cars as well engines for the Graf Zeppelins.  Daimler-Benz built 
what some called the ultimate luxury car named the Maybach until this year when pro-

duction was ceased.  There are at least three versions of the story, depending on whom 
you choose to believe. One version: Wilhelm Maybach‟s brother was a Steinway employ-

ee and spoke highly of the company to him. Another: Gottlieb Daimler was a member of 

a traveling mannerchor (Mens Choir) and saw a Steinway piano in New York and made 
acquaintance with Steinway. Steinway‟s official story is that, while traveling through his 

home country in 1888, co-founder William Steinway heard that Daimler was developing 
horseless carriages, visited the firm, and subsequently took a Daimler motorcycle on a 

very satisfactory tour of Germany.  In any case on October 6, 1888 a contract was 
signed between Steinway and Daimler to build Daimler engines and cars.  Daimler had 

only built his first car two years earlier in 1886.  The company was named the Daimler 
Motor Company.  They were primarily a stationary engine company for marine engines 

and very few cars.  They were considered a boutique car company and may have built 
cars but no one seems to know for sure how many.  In 1896 Steinway sold the Company 

to General Electric where the name continued on producing some light trucks and be-
tween 1905 and 1907 some cars.  In 1997 at the La Jolla Concours d‟Elegance I saw and 

photographed a very early Steinway Daimler.  Since this was pre-digital, for me, I have 
not found the photo but I am still looking.  

What we do know is that at least one car was built and it still exists today in the Mer-

cedes-Benz Classic Center in Irvine CA.  
It enjoyable looking and comparing automobiles of this era with Packard to see who was 

progressing with the most with innovation.   
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 This is an advertisement for the American Daimler Mercedes ran in 1906.  It had top 

speed of 50 MPH with a 6.8 liter (415 CI) 4 cylinder engine developing 40-45 HP and a 
four speed transmission.  The first unit sold in 1906 and was painted red.  Success was 

short lived.  In 1907 a fire destroyed eight completed Mercedes plus 40 more under con-
struction and the factory was closed thus ending the American Mercedes saga 

 

  
The 1907 American Mercedes as it looks today  
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      Not a lot of trunk space   

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

      
New York License                                       Medallion on radiator 
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     Selected Shorts  
      (a continuing article including short stories and articles from our members) 

      By Richard Schauer 

 

Because the Packard is home… 
 

Because the Packard is home the door is open to endless possibilities. On May 23 we in-
vited a stalwart group of friends known informally as the Supper Club to our house for a 

1930‟s theme party with the Packard as the centerpiece. People came in costume. We 
piled into 2 cars, the Packard and one brand X car, and drove to 150 Grand in Escondido, 

where we parked directly in front. Everyone was required to have a Depression Era 
drink; the staff enjoyed the car and our dress. Back home we enjoyed „30‟s dinner using 

my mother‟s silver and crystal goblets from 1938 (I told guests the silver would be 
counted before anyone left), while in the background old jazz and big band music played. 

A good time was had by all.  

  
The Mugs, with bubble gum cigarettetes and licorice cigars…tough guys 
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The Dames: Mrs. Gangster Mol, Myrna Loy, Bonnie Parker, and Carole Lombard 
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2012 Event Calendar 

 
Date Region Title Location   Tour Leader 

June 22  SD Crusin Grand Escondido Mark Burnside 

July 8 SD Cop Robbers Car Show San Diego Scott Napora 

Aug 11  SD Marston House Tour San Diego Karl and Scott 

Sep 30 SD Wash & Shine show Valley Center Steve and Mark 

Oct 27-28 SD Over Night Tour Palm Springs Steffey/Ross/Wagner 

Nov 18 SD Palomar MT Tour Palomar Mt Steve/Brian 

Dec 1  SD Christmas party TBA Phil Pizzuto 

 

2012 Dates For Optional Car Show Events That We Have Attended In the Past 

Date Event Title     Location    
June 8-July 4  Car show   Del Mar Fair  Del Mar 

Aug (TBA) Car show  Heritage Days Show  National City 

Sep 22-23        Car show/racing  Coronado speed festival         Coronado  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


